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IDENTIFICATION OF DEFECTS IN SILÏCON BY EPR AND ENDOR

THE VÀCANCY IN SILICON

c.A.J. Àmmerlaan, M. Sprenger and E.G. Sieverts

Natuunlzund,Lg LabonaÍorr-Lun den UwLveutei.t vdn l'rute,ttdA Ualeheníenttnoa.t 65,
l0l 6 xE Anwtedut The Ne.thonlandt

In thrs lEper, tte identification ard ctnracterization of point defects
in silicron hy nens of eLectron lnranagnetic regrrtnce ard electron-
nrrcler double resorEnce is discrrssed. Íte rracarry in silicon is taken
as the exanple to ilLustrate the eltrcidation of the atcrnic and electrc
nic st!rcture frcrn tlre data ob'tairpd by nugretic resorBtre.

Introduction

l. l. Introduction to the vacancy in silicon

When creating a vacancy, an empty atom site in a crystal,

the bonds between the atom which is renoveil and its forner

nearest-neighbour atoms are disrupted. In a covalent crystal,

such as silicon, two electrons occupy the bonding orbital

between any two neighbouring atoms, with their spins paired-

of f . Around a vacant site in the dianrond structure, in r.rhich

silicon crystallizes, the four nearest-neighbour atoms are teft
a

with unpaired electrons in dangling bonds. These 
"p3-hybridir.d

orbitals point toríards the vacancy centre. To reduce the energy

of the defect, the overlap between the dangLing Ionds ui11 be

opt.inized by relaxation of atorn positions. Allowance is thereby

rnade for the energy in the backbonds of the neighbour atoms and

furÈher bonds in the vicinity. In the process of bond recon-

struction the atoms around the vacancy viL1 distort fron the
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geomêtrical crystal positions for silicon, in a way which may

lower the symmeÈry of- the defect. With the nerd bonds' energy

levels in the bandgap of the semiconductor silicon are associ-

aÈed. The occupation of these bonds, and hence the charge state

of the vacancy, will depend on the position of the Fermi level

with respect Eo the defect 1eve1s.

Figure I summarizes the aEomic and electronic characteri-

zation of the lattice vacancy. In the doubly positively charged

sÈate of the vacancyi the undistorted cubic syrnmetry of the

silicon crystal is retained, with point-group symmetry 43m for

the defect site. In a sirnple nodelrthe defect molecule consis-

ting of the four dangling bonds associar-ed with the silicon

nearest neighbours around the vacant siÈe is considered [1r2].

The 
"p3-hybridized 

orbitals cenEered on these neighbours are

1abelled a, b, c and d. The four basis functions in 43n

symmetry, constructed as linear conbination of these atonic

orbitals, LCAO, transform as an at-singlet or as a t2-triPlet.
rIFor V'-, with Èwo electrons in Ehe defect molecule, the louest

trdo spin-orbitals, of the totally-symmetric orbitally al-type'

are occupied. A breathing mode distortion, which does not

affect the symmeEry, w.il1 occur. By adding one electron, in

going from v++ to v+, the tr-1eve1 becomes singly occupied. The

Jahn-Te11er theorem states that the partially occupied orbital-

1y-degenerate level is unstable. A spontaneous distortion '
resulting in lowering of the electronic energy, is to be ex-

pected. In the case of the vacancy, a tetragonal distortion

to point-group symmetry 42n, as indicaÈed in figure I for V+,

will occur. The distortion lifts the three-fo1d degeneracy of

che tr-1eve1. The third vacancy electron of V+ will be accoÍlno-
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dared in the br-type 1eve1, i{ith orbital a-b-c+d in the near-

esc-neighbour LCA0 model. The distribution of unpaired spin,

equally over the four neighbours, is indicated by the shading

in figure l. For the neutral vacancyrthe four electrons in the

defect molecule occupy the lowest levels a, and b, in pairs,

with spin-up and spin-down compensated. The Jahn-Te11er distor-
tion, as experienced for V+, will be. amplified because two

electrons now occupy Èhe br-levelrwhich lowers its energy upon

distortion. The symmetry will remain the tetragonal 42n.

Actually , the charge state V+ is unsEable, as Ehe transfer of

one electron betveen two positive vacancies in the reaction

2V+ * Vr+ + Vo yields an energetically more favourable situa-

tion. The lowering of energy associated hrith distortion out-

veighs the Coulomb repulsion between electrons, resulti-ng in

so-ca11ed negative U [3,4]. In spite of its instability , the

positive vacancy can exist under non-equilibrium conditions,

e.g. after creating this charge sEate by illunination. Its

lifetime Can be long enough for study of its properties. For

the negative vacancy, the fifth electron in the defect nolecule

has Èo be put in the next available 1evel, which is the e-

leveI. The partial occupation of an orbitally degenerate 1evel

again induces a Jahn-Teller instability, with further distor-

Èion and lifting of the electronic degeneracy. For V- this

results in rhonbic synnetry, point-group 2nm. The LCAO basis-

functions constructed fron the nearest-neighbour orbitals are

indicated in figure l. The wavefunctions are given in non-

normalized forn. Paraneter Àrwhich oeasures the nixing beÈween

the two al-type 1evels depends on the rhonbic distortion. The

spin density, indicated by shading the orbital, is oainly
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concentrated on two of the neighbour atoms, forming the orbital

of irreducible representation bl.

In the model considered, a defect molecule with covalent

bonding, the charge stat.es of the vacancy with an odd number of

electrons are predicEed to be paramagnetic, ldich S=L/2. For V+,

with three electrons, and V-, with five electrons' electron

paramagnetic resonance has indeed been observed [5]. The spec-

cra are designated Si-Gl and Si-G2, respectively [ 6 ] .

1.2. InEroduction to magnetic resonance

Magnetic resonance is the resonant absorption and emission

of power from electro-magneEic radiation when transitions are

induced between t.he energy levels of a magnetic system. In

solids . the main conÈribution to the magnetism arises fron the

unpaired spins and orbital moments of electrons. In this case,

the magneLic moments are of order of rnagnitude of the Bohr

Ínagneton ug=9.2/xlQ-'O l/r. The magnetic 1eve1s can be sepa-

rated in energy through the Zeeman effect, by applying an exter-

nal magnetic field. Transitions between these levels give the

electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR, spectrum. Nuclear magnet-

ic moments, from nuclei with I/0, [êY be present in addition.

Their contribution to the magnetization, of order of the nucle-

ar magneton u*=5.0JxlO-27 J/T, is much snaller than the elec-

lronic part in a paramagnetic centre. The nuclei, with their

magnetic moments in=enU*ï, will interact vit.h Ehe electronic

moments u"=-g"urS, when sufficiently close. This will cause the

hyperfine sÈructure in the resonance spectrum.

ïhe relevant energies for the magnetic system nith one

electronic and one nuclear spin are then given by the spin-
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Hamiltoni-an

H = e"uuÈ.3 - snu*È.ï * u3.ï. (1)

For simplicily all interactions have been assumed to be iso-

Eropic. For lowest values of the spins , S=I/2 and Í=l /2, the

four basis states are IrS,rt>=llL/2,tL/2). Energy eigenvalues

ate found by diagonalizing the 4x4 matrix of H in these basis

sÈates. For conditions of strong magnetic field, both spins are

quantized along the magnetic field direction and the enerSy

solutions are given, to first order by

E = g"UBBmS gnUNBmI + 
"*SmI.

The corresponding energy leve1 diagram is shown in figure 2.

In electron paramagnetic resonance a spin flip is induced

between states with mr=+l /2 and nS=-l/2, while keeping the

nuclear magnet.ic quantum number m, unchanged. The condition for

resonance is derived by equating the quantum of energy involved

EPR ts

(2)

NMR
ENDOR

tr

E = g"UBBrg-BnuNBmr+

Figure 2. Level sgheme
applicable to Si:V' and
magnetic energies for one
and END0R t,ransitions are

l-r /2,-L/2>

l-t /2,+L/z>

u*s*r

with electronic magnetic
getV- with S=1/2, and with
"Si-nucleus wiEh I=1 /2. The
indicated by the double-sided

energies
nuclear

EPR, NMR
arroljs.
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energy in t,hein inducing the transition to the change of

magnetic system. This gives

hv = 8.UBB + "*I. (3)

0bservation of the resonance allows the g-factor ge, which

serves as a unique spectroscopic characterization of che spec-

truÍn, to be determined. The hyperfine strucEure of the spectrum

consists of 2T+1 lines, corresponding to all possible

values of mr. When resolved, a simpl-e counÈ of the number of

hyperfine components suffices to determine the nuclear spin I.

The illustrat.ion in figure 3 gives the EPR spectrum of the

negative vacancy in silicon. The EPR lines are accompanied by

satellites, split .off symmetrically, due to the interaction
to

with -'Si nuclei, which have I=l /2. The relative intensities of

t.he main line and the satellites reflect the abundancies of

the isorop." (28si ,r=o,92.22t 29si,r=L/2,4.77; 30st,r=o ,3.r2).
The corresponding case of nuclear Ínagnetic resonancer NMR,

is Ereated on an equal basis. From the selection rule Amt=0'

Amr=t l, the resonance condiÈion follows:

hv = l*nuttB amsl. (4)

In general, the relaÈive magnitude of t.he nuclear Zeenan effect

gnuNB and the hyperfine coupling arns can differ and , therefore..

the absolute bars have been used. To be specific for studies of

centres in silicon, the important example of hyperfine interac-
to

tion wiÈh ligand -'Si nuclei, I=l/2, is now considered in some

detail. For the conditions of measurement as in the exanple of

figure 3, the 8PR of the negative vacancy, with g-values close

to 2, is found near B=0.8 T. The nuclear Zeenan frequency

SnUNB/h then is near 7 MHz. Only the strong hyperfine interac-

tionswith 29Sí n,ral"us on the nearest neighbour sites, a and
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d in figure l, are completely resolved in che EPR spectrum. The

corresponding values of anr/h are =180 MHz, much larger there-

fore, than 7 l{Hz. For all other aton sites the hyperfine con-

stant a is rauch smaller; actualllrfor most aos/h ( 7 MHz, as

Ehe contacc of the defect electron nith the farther-anay nuclei

is less probable. For these interactions the NMR spectrum is
symmetric around v2=gnunB/h, with the higher and lover frequen-

cies corresponding to mr=!l/2 in equation 4. A spectrum shoning

Figure 3. EPR spectrum of the negative vacancy in silicon,
measured at Èemperatgre T=18K, microwave frequency v=23.218 GHz
and magnetic field B paratlel to crystqI direction (100). The
strongest hyperfine interactions with "Si-nuclei on sites a
and d are resolved and also shor.rn vith gain l0x increased.
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this feature, actually taken from END0R on the negative vacan-

cy, is given as fÍgure 4(a) I7]. Obviously, frorn !he nuclear

Zeeman frequency v, and the magnetic field B, wttich both can be

measured with great precision, t.he nucleàr g-factor gn can be

calculated. For Èhe spectrum in figure 4(a) it follows from

vZ=7 .OO27 l4l.J.z and B=0 .82782 T: I en I =t . 1097 . This serves as an

unambiguous identificaEion of the nucleus involved in che reso-

nance experiment. Of course, Ín the present example this merely

confirms the known fact that one ís dealing with Èhe 29Si-

isotope. In other cases, the chemical impurity forming a con-

sEiEuent of a paranagnetic centre may be unknown. Then, the

deÈermination of B. by NMR (ENDOR) provides the identification.

A recent example is rhe demonstraEion that boron is part of the

cenEre from which Èhe Si-Gl0 EPR spectrum arises [ 8,9 ] .

In electron-nuclear double resonance, END0R, the trío basic

resonance phenomena, EPR and NMR, are performed simultaneously.

The conditions have to be chosen so that the two resonances

are interdependent, ê.9 . by spin-spin relaxation or by satura-

Èion of the population of levels. Technically, in ENDOR the

effect of inducj-ng an NMR transition is observed by a conse-

quent change in the intensity of the EPR signal. Spectroscopi-

ca11y, ENDOR is identical to NMR and the resonance condition of

equation 4 therefore applies. The superior energy resolution of

NMR compared to EPR also positively features ENDOR. A linewidth

of (1.5 kHz, shown in figure 4(b) for ENDOR, would correspond

to a linewidth of <0.05 UT j.n EPR, as compared to an acÈual

linewidth of typically 100 UT. The ENDOR sensitivity can ap-

proach that of EPR andrtherefore ENDOR can be observed vhen NMR

signals are far belorr the detection Iirnits. Thisrhowever, d.-
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Figure 4. (a) A low-resolution ENDOR spectrum for the negative
vacancy in silicon showing the symmetry around the nuclear
Ze.eman frequency, (b) Part of the sane spectrun recorded under
conditions of best resolution with linewidths less than I .5
kHz.

pends crucially on r.rhether suitable conditions for sinultaneous

electronic and nuclear resonances do exist. A thorough search

for ENDOR of the positive vacancy in silicon recently renained

unsuccessful. An obvious other prerequisite for ENDOR is the

presence of a nuclear nagnetic monent in the paranagnetic

centre, i.e. boch S and I have to be non-zero.

7.t0 7.r r
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Characterization of the vacancy in silicon by EPR and ENDOR

2.1. Point-group symmetry

As discussed in l.I Èhe point-group symnetry of the posi-

tive vacancy ls 42m, whereas for the negaÈive vacancy it is

2mrn. Since these are subgroups of the crystallographic symmetry

43m of silicon, the vacancy can be accommodated in the host

crysEal in several orientations. This orientational degeneracy

is 3 for the posiEive vacancy; it is 6 for the negative vacan-

cy. l'/hen measuring the angular variation of the resonance

fields typical paEterns are observed which reflect the symmetry

classification. In ïable I these symmetry properties are summa-

rized. The angular dependences of the effective g-values for

the vacancy as shown in figure 5 agree with E.he defect symme-

Table I. Symmetry classification of centres in silicon.

System Point-group(s) Resonances in direction

<100> <111> <011>

Cubic

Tetragonal

Rhombic I

Rhombic II

Trigonal

Monoclinic

Monoclinic

Triclinic

A-lm ,23

42n,4

2mm

222

3m,3,3m,3

2/m,m

2

lrr

I

II

I

2

2

3

I

2

3

3

I

1

2

I

2

3

2

4

I

2

3

3

2

4

4

6
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try. Actually , i E is Ehis experimental information from magnet-

ic resonance from which the established defect syrnnetry vas

really derived.

In ligand ENDOR, Èhe hyperfine interaction nith . 29Si

nucleus is measured. In that caserthe 29Si nucleus is an inÈe-

gral part of the magneÈic system. Depending on its position

with respecE to the vacancy, all synnetry transforoations of 42n

for V+ or 2mm for V- nay be retained, or some, or all, nay be

destroyed. For instance, for Si:V- wit.h the rhonbic 2nn synne-

try, the four distinct, Èypes of nuclear site are: on none

of the two mirrorplanes, on one of each of the tvo non-equiva-
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lent mirrorplanes, or on both mirrorplanes. The resulting com-

bined symmetry for ( vacancy+29Si-nucleus) will be triclinic,

monoclinic I, monoclinic I, or rhonbic I, respectively. The

angular patterns of the hyperfine interaction with the 29Si-

nuclei in she11s of symmetry-related sites will reveal these

symnetries. For Si:V-. the hyperfine interactions were measured

by ENDOR for 5l shel1s of atom sites around the defect [7,10].

0f these, 26 belong to the G-c1ass of triclinic synnetry, 18 to

the M"O-c1ass, 5 to the MO"-c1ass, both of monoclinic I symne-

try, and 2 to the T-class with rhombic I symrnetry. For the

largest interaction in each class the results are shor.rn in

figure 6. In thÍs way, END0R confirms convincingly the synmetry

classification, already knorcn from EPR. Because of the excel-

lent resolution of ENDOR and the availability of many she1ls of

hyperfine atoms, misintêrpretation due to accidental degenera-

cies or lack of resolution is avoided.

2.2. Extension of the wavefunction

In the electronic model of the vacancyras discussed in 1.1,

Ehe defect molecule including dangling bonds on only the four

nearest neighbours of the vacancy was introduced. In figure l.

LCAO wavefunctions constructed correspondingly were given. From

the END0R observations on 5l shells,containing L52 atoms around

Ehe negative vacancy , it isrhowever obvious that the defect

electron penetrates measurably nuch deeper into the crystal. A

more appropriate wavefunctiorr nillrtherefore include orbitals
on these sites and is written as

t = trnr(crxr"+BiXlp). (5)

The summation by i runs over aton sites around Èhe vacancy, on
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Figure 6. Angular dependence, for ï in the 1OÏt;-ptane, of the
hyperfine interaction frequencies v-vz for the triclinic'
nonoclinic I and rhornbic I class sheÏ1s for the negative
vacancy in silicon. The largest tensor in each class is shorn.
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which 3s and 3p wavefuncEions for silicon are included in the

expansion. lrlith the normalization tl*el=f the localization of

the defect elecEron on sÍEe i is given by nï. In terms of the

wavefunction 0 the hyperfine interaction can be calculated,

escablishi.ng relations between the coeffícients niai and niBi

in the expansion and the constants in the measured hyperfine

tensors. 0n the basis of a wavefunction given in equation 5,

axial forms of the Eensors are expected. The isotropic parts

a.=(I/3)Tr(Ír) of these Èensors arê interpreted as resulting

from contact Ínteraction. Dipole-dipole interaction between Èhe

electronic and nuclear noments results in traceless axial ten-

sors. The main conEribution arises from the orbitals centered

on the site of the 29Si-nuc1eus. In this approximation the

isotropic parts ai are then relaEed to the s-functions by

(6)

values

(7)

Using as estimates for Èhe atomÍc

.i = (2/3)uoB"uBBnuNolnl t ts"(0) I 
2.

From the p-funcÈions axial tensors Ê, with principal

(bi, bi,-2bi) originate with

bi = (2 /s ) ( v o/ 4n)8"uBBnu*3 ?r?<r /r3>3p .

lur"(0 )12 =34.52t1030 m-3, < L/ r'rrp=18.16x1030 m-3

parameters

[ 1l J , the

wavefunction coefficients lÍ, oi and B, can be calculated.

Having obtained this information on the distribution of

the defect electron over atonic sites around the vacancy, sti11

the assignment of hyperfine tensors f or coefficients li, oi

and B, to specific she11s, or atom sites, is not knonn. Apart

from the classification into general siÈes, mirrorplane sites
and si.tes on the tlrofold axis such an assignnent does not

fol1ow from the ENDOR inforrnation. A general theory for defect

states providing the lacking information also does not exist.
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In order t.o proceed with the interpretation to obtain a rough

mapping of the defect electron, an ad hoc assumpEion has to be

made. A reasonable one is Èo assume monotonic decrease of the

wavefunction U wit.h distance lïl Èo the vacancy within Ehe

symmetry classes, although violations of this rule wil 1 cer-

tainly occur. Nevertheless adoPting Ehis view, data for the

negaÈive vacancy in silicon, nl versus ri, are presented in

figure 7. Fits with exponential functions
22n' = nl"xp(-2r/ro)

are included in the figure. The pre-exponential density parane-
7

Èer 4- and the characteristic decay lengt.h ro for best maÈch

are given in table II. One finds ro=3t16-10 t, much smaller

Èhan the l5xlO-10 r which the effective r,rass theory predicÈs

for shallow donors and acceptors. This result confirms that

defects with deep electronic levels, such as the vacancy, have

much more localized bound electrons than shallow states.

Table II. Parameters for the r.ravefunction of the negaÈive va-

cancy in silicon. See text for assignment of Èensors to she11s.

(8)

Class r
o

( 1o-10 m)

Model2
n o

M ad

G

M.
DC

o.72

o .23

0.029

2.9

2.7

3.1

Ordering with-

in classes

M ad 0.39 5.1 [ 011 ] chain
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2.3. Shape of the wavefunction

Inspection of figure 7 clearly shows the inequivalence of

the tt"/o mirrorplanes m.O and mO.. Whereas for r.d the density
tparameter ni=o.72, for mo. ir is only 0.o29 (table II). There-

fore the END0R data inevitably show a strong localization of

the wavefunction on one plane. Rather than being spherically
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distributed around the point defect, as sketched in figure

11(a), che charge and spin of the defect electron is quite

f1at, as in figure l1(b).
This interpretation on an ernpirical basls may be carri.ed

one step further. Careful inspection of the hyperfine tensors

in the M.O class reveals striking similarities between several

of them. It appears that the tensors Madl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,

L2,14, and 17 have cheir principal axes all very nearly paral-

1e1 and,moreoverrhave nearly equal ar/br-ratio. This suggests

a relation between these tensors and associaÈed lattice sites'

as could result from transferred spin density along an aton

chain. Chains which zíg-zag along <011> directions are proni-

A plot of n? for these

tensors as function of distance ri, with aton sites taken along

the [0ll] chain in the m"O-plane, as given in figure 8, results

in a rather perfect exponential decay. The characteristic decay

length r-=5. 1t10-10 n ( table II ) , following from the straight-o
line fit is appreciably larger than the average ttisotropictt

decay length. The observed exponential decrease for a wavefunc-

tion outside the potential well is in agreenent with the gener-

a1 theoretical notions. The enhanced linear extensíon is also

supported by a recently developed very specific model t l2l.

llere the picture emerges of spin density not just localized in

one p1ane, as in figure 1l (b), but rather stretched along one

chain, as drawn in figure 11(c).

2.4. Syoraetry type of the rravefunction

A striking aspect of the ENDoR results is the narked

inequivalence of the two mirrorplanes in the 2nm point-group. A
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Figure 8. The localization nl of cn. wavefunction of rhe
negative vacancy in silicon as a-function of the distance r. to
thé vacancy sitá, for ordering along the [ 01 I ] chain

strong contact interaction, i.e. large values for nlo?, is

observed for sites in the n.O-plane, implying even synmetry, or

s-character, for reflecÈion in this plane. Contrary to Ehis,

for the mO.-planerthe value" nio? are very sma11. For an inter-
pret.ation they are Eherefore considered to be essentially zero.

A vanishing density in the bc-p1ane, i.e. a node of the uave-
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function in the bc-p1ane, implies odd symmêÈry, or p-character,

with respect to this plane. Figure 9 illustrates the reflection

characters of the 4 symmetry-types of point-group 2mrn pictori-

a11y. 0n1y symmetry-type bl is compatible wiLh the ENDOR re-

sults for Si: V-. Thus, the detailed and accurate results of

ENDOR a1low the sym.meÈry-type of the navefunction to be deter-

mined. The ensuing br-type for the negative vacancy in silicon

supporEs the theoretical electronic nearest-neighbour LCAO

SymmeÈry-
type

Characters
m m.

ACI DC

Diagram

u1 mtad

m
ad

m
ad

m
ad

^2
-1-1

bl

b2

-1 -l

-1 -1

Figure 9. Characters of
group 2mm for reflection

the various symmetry-types in point-
in the mirrorplanes nad and rb..

m.bc

m-
bc

m.
bc
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model as presented in paragraph l.l and figure l. A correspon-

ding distribution of the charge density is given in figure

ir(d).

2.5. Many-electron wavefunction

Although, as discussed in the previous paragraph, the

contact hyperfine interactions with nuclei in the bc-p1ane are

very small , they are not exactly zero. This violation of the

symmetry requirenents for a bt-type wavefunction can be under-

sEood in a many-electron description. So farrthe ground-state

of the 5 elecÈrons in the defect molecule for Si:V- has been

considered, represented by the wavefunction Uo=laiáiaiàibr> and

illusÈrated in figure l. Through the polarÍzing effect of the

unpaired electron in the br-orbitalrexcited staÈes with the
.)

same'B, symmetry will be adrnixed into the groundstate 0o. Such

excited states,within the nearest-neighbour LCAO nodel , are

Ur=l.iáibtbz6rr, {2= l"ïáïbrbz52> s3=l"iáïbrbzb2> and

áï, spin +

at, spin t

Figure 10. Spatial
plane wiÈh opposite

distribution of
spin in the ai

spin-density around the bc-
and a1t orbitals.I

m.
DC
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U4=l;i"ïbfbZ62). Both the configurations t!3 and tl,4

zero spin density on the bc-plane as the spin in the

will not be cancelled by the opposite spin in the a

as figure 10 illustrates. An unequal admixEure of the

and U4 into the groundstat€, which requires À/1' will

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

have non-

a t -orbital
tt-orbiEal,

states tlr3

result in

Figure 11. Sketch of the spin-density
vacancy in silicon in increasing degree
from the ENDOR measurements.

>
[011]

around the negative
of detail as deduced
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net spin on the bc-p1ane. The resulting distribution of spin

density is then as indicated in a sketchy nanner in figure

11(e). A theoretical estimate of this exchange-induced polari-

zation phenomenon has produced order-of-magnitude agreement

with the experimental observations [13].
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